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Soldier’s Health Concern’s

•Clean drinking water and dysentery were a major concern of 

soldiers.

•Due to limited resources and availability of food scurvy and other 

nutritional deficiencies were a major concern of medieval soldiers.

•Infections were of a great concern as the ability to keep wounds 

dry and clean at war were a daunting task. 

•Fistula, hemorrhoids and testicular injuries were all common 

among mounted soldiers as they spent most of their life on 

horseback. 

John of Arderne
John of Arderne is a famous medieval physician. He was the personal physician to 

“The Black Prince” and is credited with developing the most effective (and still used) 

method for healing fistula in ano. These fistulas would develop on soldiers who spent a 

lot of their time mounted on horseback. These fistulas develop as an infection on the 

inside of the body that spreads to the skin and infects from the inside out. Very 

common among soldiers with poor hygiene who wore the same clothes and sat in the 

same position each day, these fistulas must be stitched shut from the inside out. John 

of Arderne developed an effective method to cut out the fistula and stitch it shut from 

the inside out. 

King Henry V
At 16, King Henry V was leading his father’s army into battle. In the heat of the battle, King 

Henry V was fighting when an arrow glanced off another soldier’s helmet and strick Henry just 

below the eye. Henry fought through the wound until the battle was won. Afterwards Henry 

was removed from battle and John Bradmore a well-known surgeon arrived and began the 

daunting task of removing the arrowhead (shaft had been removed) from Henry’s skull 

(pictured below). Bradmore actually created a tool to expand and grasp the arrowhead and 

safely remove it (pictured below). Invention of tools was common of the time.

Regimen
Regimen was a large concern for soldiers. Many doctors created regimens for different armies depending 

on their nutritional needs/availability, environment, nature of work and activity level. Included in a regimen, 

such as the Regimen Almarie by Arnald of Villanova may be:

•Airs: where a king should situate his tents

•Water: how to find good water and what makes bad water bad

•Dead: care for dead bodies

•Fevers: care for common cold and fever symptoms (usually herbal and chemical medicines)

•Exercise: how an army was to keep in shape

•Time: the best time of day to move soldiers so as to avoid heat exhaustion or cold nights

•Care: ordered the care of sick soldiers be handled by proper physicians and their advice be followed

•Waste removal: realized that waste must be properly disposed off and after a certain amount of time the 

water would be poisoned. 

Many of these regimens were not backed by literature but by common sense, observation and medical 

tradition. Thus educated physicians were required to requisite these regimens. 

Many kings and physicians realized the importance of preventative medicine so their army coud be as 

strong as possible and avoid the pitfalls of war beyond battle time injury. Regimen even went as far as to 

recommend the most effective way for armies to move, infantry first with heavy shoes to make the most 

effective path.

The primary injury a battlefield surgeon faced 

was puncture wounds. That of a sword, ax, 

mace or arrow. Puncture wounds would be 

stitched up and properly cared for. Arrows 

however would commonly be pushed through 

the other side as many arrowheads were 

designed to be difficult to remove. The hardest 

injury to heal was a major arterial wound, which 

had to be stitched up very quickly.

Medieval “wound man” depicted all the injuries a doctor might see in 

battle, Illustration by Hans Wechtlin
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